Input-Output Finite-Time Generalized Dissipative Filter of Discrete Time-Varying Systems With Quantization and Adaptive Event-Triggered Mechanism.
This article discusses the issue of input-output finite-time generalized dissipative filter design for a class of discrete time-varying systems. First, an adaptive event-triggered mechanism (AETM) with an adaptive law is proposed to adjust the threshold in the AETM according to the error between the system states and the filter states. Such an AETM determines whether the measurement output should be transmitted or not, which is more effective to economize the communication resources comparing with the traditional event-triggered mechanism. Second, in view of network-induced delays, the quantization and the AETM, a time-varying filter error system (TV-FES) is modeled. Then, a new augmented time-varying Lyapunov functional containing triple sum terms is provided. Based on the new finite-sum inequality and improved reciprocally convex combination lemma, delay-dependent conditions are obtained, which can ensure the TV-FES to be input-output finite-time stable and satisfy the given generalized dissipative performance. Moreover, the recursive linear matrix inequalities are presented to obtain the desired filter gains. Finally, numerical examples demonstrate the superiority and feasibility of the proposed method in this article.